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CHAP~ER I 
IN~RODtiCTION 
Modern educational psychologists recognize today that 
the .~oquisi tion of desired behaviors, traits and attitudes 
can be brought about more effecti.vely and efficiently by 
experience than by simply acquiring kno~rledge through memory. 
"Since learning is a change in. behavior patterns through ex-
periences, it is evident that a great deal of attention be 
1 
put upon the learner and his e~erienoes. 11 Selection of the 
clinical learning experience then is of prime importance, and 
in doing so, the following questions should be asked: 
1. Does this experience ~rovide an.opporturiity for 
the student to practice some of the desired behavior patterns? 
2. Is the experience of sufficient intere::•.t and 
meaning to insure student participation? 
3, Is it so organized as to build on the students. 
past experiences thus providing a sequence of learning which 
helps the student to deepen his understandingsJ skills and 
littitudes? 
Field experience for the student in the rehabilitation 
1 
Janet A. Kelley, Guidance and Curriculum (Ne1v Jersey! 
Prentice Hall, 1955), p.2;. · 
• 
• 
• 
nasters progrl!lm e.t :Boston University School o£ Nursing is de-
~ignod ta assist 1n the prGparation ot' the nurse i'or leadership 
!roles in the !'(;habilitation aspaets at nurs.ing. Tbo desired 
putcomes o£ cliniae.l experienoe ere aeveral:, a greater competene< 
dl tbe practi.ce of relw.bil1tut:Lon nursing; the develoy,ment o£ 
i!IOre adeq,uate skills in interpersonnel Nlntions and eo:.a:nuni-
eations; and the ability to function offeet:Lvely as a multi ... 
d.tseiplinary rehabilitation team member. Field work e::~perienees 
~ust provide oppol'tun1t1es tor lesrning aettv1t1es which will 
2 
fulfUl the follod.ng obJceti vee~ 
1. To practioe some o1.' the skills and techniques or 
~ehabilitation nursing for patients .,;ith tlel;lrolog:tcal conditions 
and long-term d1sa~aos • 
2. To become :familiar t;~ith the physical set-up~ tools, 
equipment> departmental ooordinatton end services of an organize 
industrial rohabilitetion unit; oi' a state l'(,he.bUitation bospi ... 
tali of a veterans administration hoepitals a.nd a unit within 
a general hospital. 
3. 1'o develop a deepe,r insight into the emotionel and 
psyohologioal aspects of this phase of cai>e and. thus a better 
understanding o.f the various motivating !'orcas which may influ-
ence an 1nd1vid.uall s atti.tude towards rebh.b;l.litation. 
4• To gain a brcader nnderstauding of the contribution 
ot various personnel 1n planning and earr:ying out e.ctivites 
2 
Objectives of Rehabilitation Nursing Practice, Nu 7)7-73S, 
J:ioston University School of Nu.raing. 
• 
• 
3 
directed to the "ultimaten rehabilitation goal by actively par-
ticipating in the care program and thus gain a better under-
standing of how the nurse may collaborate with other team 
members. 
5. To participate :tn mu.ltidisc.i.plinary evaluation 
conferences, 
6. To gain an understanding o.f the cooperative under-
taking of a private insurance company, or other organization, 
With a general hospital to provide multiple services necessary 
in the complex treatment and rehabilitati.on of spinal cord injur 
cases. 
7. To become familiar with the functioning and scope 
of various rehabilitation resources within a community • 
8. To gain better understanding of the role of industr 
~ the field of rehabilitation. 
9. To gain a better understanding and appreciation of 
~ehabilitation as a professional and community responsibility. 
All of the above obJectives might not be met through an 
~xperienoe in a single clinical situation and an investigation 
pf other agencies might show possibilities for breading student 
~owl edge. 
STAT~mNT OF PROBLEM 
This study \vas undertaken to determine the .opportunitas for 
' 
!Learning experiences in the Home Medical Service, a d,omicilary 
~edical care program of Boston University School of Medicine 
~nd Massachusetts Memorial Hospitals, for graduate students 
I 
• 
• 
• 
4· 
~nrolled in a rehabilitation nursing program at Boston Onivers;lt) 
~chool of Nursing. 
Four of the previously stated objectives were chosen by the 
~uthor as a basis of evaluation of the opportunities present in 
11 home care program. These four were selected> as criteria 
~gainst which to evaluate the program, beaause the writer beliave:1 
~hat they could mora nearly be met in a home care program than 
~he remaining fi.ve, and also because they were researchable. 
~he four chosen were: 
1. To provide opportunities for students to prac·tice 
~ome of the skills and techniques of rehabilitation. nursing for 
patients with long-term·illness. 
2. To assi.st students to develop a deeper insight into 
~motional and psychological aspects of this phase of care and a 
Jetter understanding of the various motivating forces which may 
Lnfluence an individualls attitUde toward$ rehabilitation, 
3 •. To provide opportUnities for students to become 
Pamilar with the 'Tarious :functioning and scope of' rehabilitation 
resources within the community. 
4, :ro provide opportunities for student.s to partic:t-
~ate in 'J!Ultidisciplina,ry evaluation coni'erences. 
The purpose of this study thfo)n is to determine \'lhat oppor.,.. 
:.unities are present in the I!ome Medical Service which might 
.~fill these objectives. 
JUSTIFICATION OF PROBLEM 
It is the opinion of the author that home care programs 
5 
~ could offer valuable learning experiences to master students in 
r-ehabilitation. If the facts of this study indicate that this 
i.s true, than such programs might in the future be considered as 
clinical f'ieJ.d experiences in the education of the nurse :f"or 
leadership roles in rehabilitation. 
•• 
• 
PREVIEW OF J.\IETHOOOLOGY 
Four existing objectives for field experience in the reha-
bil:itation program for master students at Boston trn1vers1ty were 
used as a basis for the detel'1!lination of' the opport1lnities for 
learning experiences available 1.n the Home Medical Service at 
Massachusetts Memorial .Hospitals. To determine if' these four 
objectives could be met, the .following methods were employed, 
Analysis was made of the nursing records of 314 patients 
referred to the nursing service over a six year period from 
J~uary 1953 to I'larch 1959. This analysis was done to show the 
charaqteristics of the type pat1.ent seen, median length of time 
carried, and the median number of nursing visits made. Of these 
314 patients, 101 had diagnoses considered to be chronic in 
nature. The records of these 101 were further studied to de-
termine the. type and frequency of nursing services rendered, the 
frequency that the psychological aspeots of nursing care were re 
corded and the kinds and numbers of community referrals made. 
Evaluation was then made of seven current chronic patients 
being visited by the nursing service. This evaluation was made 
in relation to the patient's physical, psychological andre-
ferl.'al needs. Data were collected by interviewing the patient, 
. 
6 
• con.sulti.ng With the. student nurse caring for the patients, and 
confer.ing w.tth the clinical instructor in charge o.f the student 
program. In the interviews With patients, a coded check list 
was used which was devised by drawing upon the basic beliefs 
expressed as the rehabilitative aspects of nursing by the 
National L.eague for Nursiag, Committee Meeting Report of Octoper 
3 • . . / 
• 
1956. !rhese beliefs were categorized P)" the .author into the 
physical, psychological and referral needs of the patient. The 
check list was coded to indicate the degree o.f need, 0- no 
peed, 1- slight need, 2- moderate need, and 3- great need. This 
check list was submitted for approval to two members of the 
~aston University School of Nursing faculty responsible for the 
rehabilitation nurse program for graduate students and may be 
found in Appendix I. 
To evaluate opportuniti.es to partio1pate in a multi-
disciplinary conference, observations were made at five morning 
conferences using a modified soc$ometric technique to give a 
graphic depiction of the groupinteractlon that took place 
during the conferences .. 
SCOPE AND LIMITATIONS 
This study is concerned only Wi.th the opportuni ti.es for 
learning experiences at one home care program, that is, the Home 
., ~edioal Service at ~1assaohusetts Memorial Hospitals. The result 
3 
National L.eague for NUr·sing, Rehabilitation Aspects of 
NursinJ:! in the Basic Curriculum, A Report of the Work Comnii.ttee 
• ~Ieeting lOctober 195o) • 
7 
•. ~herefore will point to the opportunities present in this agenqy 
md may or may not be indicative of siiltilar opportunities preseni 
~n other home care programs. 
• 
• 
' 
Although Burton refers to learning experiences as any nout-
ward, observable and describable activities through which pupils 
4 
go when engaged in learning" , this study will of necessity ha'Te 
~o limit itself to the content of the learning experience or 
~ctivity. 
Data for the study '"ere obtained from 314 patient records 
covering a period of six years from danuary 1953 to March 1959, 
This number does not represent all the cases cared for by the 
Home Medical Service, but only those that had been referred and 
carried by the nursing service of the program. Forty hours were 
spent in record review. 
The seven patients selected for evaluation of physical, 
psychological and referral needs represent the only current 
chronic oases being carried by the nursing service. Fifteen 
hoursw.ere spent in collecting data through intervievJs with these 
patients. 
Fifteen hours were spent observing five morning conferences 
to ascertain the amount of participation that took place among 
the staff present. 
"'.f.. Seventy hours were spent collecting th~ data over a period 
of four months. 
4 
William Burton, The Guidance of Learnin~ Activities~ 
(Ne~T York: Appleton Century-Croft, Inc., 1952), p. ViL 
• 
• 
• 
SEQUENCE OF PRESEN'l'ATION 
Chapter II deals With the philosophy underlying the study, 
Chapter l;II presents a detailed description of the methodology. 
The data presentation and discussion follo1i!S in Chapter IV. 
Finally, the summary, oan.alusions and reooZ!ll!lendations \qill be 
found in Chapter v • 
• 
• 
• 
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CHAPTER II 
REVIEW OF LITERATURE 
To facilitate discussion of the literature pertaining to 
thls study, the author will cover three main areas. These are: 
home care programs, their organization, scope and objectives; th 
ppportunities for rehabilitation in home care programs; and the 
role of the nurse in these programs. 
According to Manter and Berke home care programs have been 
defined ast 
Those organized programs having centralized 
reflponsibility for the administration and 
coordination of services to patients and 
for providing at least the minimum of medical, 
nursing and s£cial services, essential drugs 
and supplies • , 
The conc.ept of these programs is by no means new, the first one 
being founded in 1796 at the Boston Dispensary. The greatest 
increase in the number of these programs has been seen in this 
decade, ~nth a reported total of fifty in 1952, an increase or 
2 
twenty over those existing in 1950. This increase has come at 
a propitious time for medical science has, since the beginning 
of this century, increased man's life span by eighteen years, 
with the result that today and in the future the problem of 
1 
Edgar ;r. Manter and Mark Berke, ''The Care of the Long-Term 
Patient; a Review of the Administration of Present Programs." r 
Journal of Chronic Diseases, 7 (February, 1958), p. 150. 
2 
Ibid., 146. 
. 
• 
• 
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chronic illness looms large, Until medicine finds definitive 
~easures to prevent or cure such diseases as multiple sclerosis, 
cancer, arthritis, heart disease and other chronic illnesses, it 
will be necessary to provide adequate health services either 
through hospitalization or home care programs. 
The desirability of providing home care for patients With 
chronic diseases is recognized by many authorities. In lieht of 
~resent day hospital costs, the economic advantage of home care 
to the patient is great. Furthermore allowing the patient to 
remain in his normal family setting, if it is psychologically 
~ealthy, is less emotionally traumatic than removing him to the 
foreign environment of an institution. Another facet to be ex-
amined is the plight of the municipal and voluntary hospital • 
~uch of their financial difficulties are the result of an ever 
~ncreasing number of chronically ill entering the hospital and 
staying for long periods. 
Dr. Edward !!! • Bernecker, former Commissioner 
of Hospitals in Ne~1 York City, has reported 
that 22,5 per cent of the general hospital 
beds in municipal hospitals in New York City 
are occupied by patients.with long~term illnessos. 
The percentage in voluntary hospitals 1n said to 
be around 20, In a survey in Syracuse, New York, 
it was found that 84 per cent of 902 successive 
patients in medical wards were chronically ill.3 
The American Medical Association in a roport on existing 
~rograms in the United States, put forth the follo11ing objective 
3 
Mary 8\~i tzer and Howard Ruslc, "Keeping Older People Fit fo 
!Participation", The Annals of The American Acade::~y of Political 
• [and Social Science, lJanuary, 1952), p. 147. 
11 
~ for home care programs: 
• 
• 
1. To provide the indigent and the medically 
indigent with a quality of care and a range 
of services not·normally available to this 
group, and at less cost. 
2. To Qhorten the length of stay of hospital 
patients and reduce the re-admission of 
discharged patients by providing better 
follow~up care at home. 
3. To bridge the gap in medical care for those 
patients, too ill to visit an out-patient 
clinic, but who do nc>t need hospital care. 
4. To meet the needs of a growing number of 
chronically ill and/ol• aged patients who 
do not require institutional care but were 
occupying institutional beds because a more 
suitable place for care was lacking. 
5. To speed the recovery of those patients 
to whom the family environment would have 
a therapeutic effect • 
6. To offer the homebound patient a coordinated 
spectrum of medical, social and rehabilitation 
services individualized to his particular 
needs. 
7. To afford medical, nursing and other profess-
ional student personnel with a teaching 
experience in environmental medicine. 
8. To provide the private family physician 
with a single source from ~rhich he can ob~ 
tain a comprehensive array of nursing, social 
and rehabilitation services for his patients.4 
In order to meet the above objectives, a ho1ae medical program 
should ideally provide the following serVices: medical, nursing, 
physio-therapy, occupational therapy, social work, clinical 
4 
American Medical Association, Organized Home Care Program! 
in the United States, A Survey Prepared by the Co~ittee on In-
digent Care, (Cbica~o: American Medical Association, December, 
1956), p, 4. 
• 
• 
• 
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psychology, homemaking, recreat~onal or diversional therapy~ and 
adequate labo.ratory facilities .• 
In literature pertaining to home care programs and the 
chronically ill, two key words are prevalent. They are; pre~ 
vention and rehabilitation. Scientific research, mass sctmming 
techniques, and health education are aiding in the preventioh of 
chronic diseases; while rehabilitation ~s aued at the prevent;lo 
of the complications of chronic disease and restoration of the 
individual to the fullest physical, mental, social and vocationa 
potential possible within the limits of his disease. While the 
author found no specific study on the benefits resulting from 
the use of rehabilitation of the chronically ill in their homes, 
~uch has been written concerning the outstanding results through 
the use of rehabilitation in the care of the chronically ill in.. 
Veterans administration and some civilian hospitals. In a study 
at the Veterans Administration Hospital at Manhat.tan Beach in 
~rooklyn,:. 74 patients of a total of 126, were discharged home 
able to care for themselves after a rehabilitative program •. 
These patients were suffering from such chronic dil3eases as: 
' 
arthritie, multiple sclerosis, paralysis, Buerger•s,Parkinsonls 
and n.eart diseases. 
All but 1.3 of the original 126 patients . 
have recovered all or part of their ability 
for self-care. At the beginning of this 
program, 83 of these veteran~ were 11 completely 
hopeless"; but 49 of that group have been 
rehabilitated to the point of complete .in- 9 
dependence, and the rest are capable of sel:r-care • 
5sw1 tzer and Rusk loc cit n. l/ •.9 
1.3 
• Allan estimates that "the number ot people suffering tron ohroni 
diseases confined to the home in any given period is at least 
t'ITO to three times the!. total of those in general hospitals and 
6 
• 
• 
long-term institutions. 11 It:. should seem evident that if those 
chronic disease patients benefited, by rehabilitation services 
in hospitals) they lvould likewise benefit by such services in 
the home. 
According to the literature, the role of the nurse in home 
care programs is not marl'ed by any formalized boundaries. 
lvollmann, a registered nurse at one time connected with a home 
care program, described her duties as three: interpretation, ~J-
7 
ministration and coordination. Interpretation involved re-
ceiving phone calls from patients or doctors who wished to make 
use of the services offered by the home care program. At this 
time, medical screening was done and patients were either ac-
cepted tor care, or referred to more suitable community agencies. 
In this role, the nurse also interpreted patients! needs to the 
fourth year medical students caring for patients in their homes. 
M.ost of her ministrations were performed over the phone by in-
structing a responsible member o:f the patient's family, but in 
some instances, she accompanied the medical student on his visit 
in order to perform necessary nursing procedures. As a coordi-
6 .. · 
Scott W. Allan, Rehab1litatiom A Community Challenge 
(London~ John Wiley and Sons., 1958), pp. 88-89. 
7 
Frieda Wollmann, "The Nurse in a Domicilary Medical Care 
Program",The American Journal of Nursing, 53 (April, 195.3), 
I Tl / •. 7. '>. · 
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• ~ator~ she ~1orked with all members of the health team and as-
sisted in promoting their objectives, 
• 
• 
It is interesting to note the functions of the nurse in 
home care programs as desar:Lbed by Bulkeley four years later. 
They were: interpretation to long~term patients regarding com-- j 
r.nunity resources, ministration in the form of general bedside 
care, promoting activi.ties of daily living, teaching the patient 
8 
and family and providing recreational activitLa& The role of a 
clinical instructor in a home care program that provided an edu~ 
cational experience for seni.or student nurses was described by 
9 
Prosser. In this program, the s.tudent nurses' activities were 
three: "providing direct nursing service •.. , teaching the patien 
or members of the household to carry out certain nursing pro-
10 
oedures, and serving as a source of health eduqation." From 
the above descriptive roles of the nurse in home care programs 
it would appear that the very nature of the role itsGlf would 
indicate opportl.lnities to inooi-porate the philosophy and tech-
niques of rehabilitation. 
8 
Katherine H. Bukeley, "Home Care for Chronically Sick 
Patients", Nursing Outlook, 5 (Nay, 1957), p • .305. 
9 ' Lois Prosser, "Home Care Experienqe-A part of the CiJ.rri-
culum", The American J'ournal of Nursing, 55 (July, 1955), pp. 
819-820. 
10 
Henry J. Bakst, "Extramural Facilities in Medical Ed~ 
uoation" • Journal of Medical Education, 28 (July,. 1953), pp. 
40-43 • 
. 
• 
• 
• 
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BASES OF HYPOTHESIS 
This study is based upon the assumption that the use of 
rehabilitation techniques is a valid and important part of cor~­
prehensive care of the chronically ill in their homes. These 
techniques are used to restore the individual to his fullest 
physical, social, vocational and economic usefulness. The skill 
of mnny disciplines are required to accomplish this restoration 
thus the plan of patient care is determined by a team rather tha 
one person. 
The nurse traditionally has played an important part on the 
health team. It is the feeling of this author that she will 
continue to contribute greatly by integrating modern rehabili-
tation techniques in the nursing care she renders, by insti-
gatiqg the use of available rehabilitation services, and by 
promoting the objectives of others on the rehabilitation team. 
Under guidance and supervision, the master student in pre-
paring for a leadership role in the field of rehabilitation 
should spend some time in the clinical situation. It is here 
·that she has a chance to test some of her ne\1ly learned skills, 
techniques and attitudes. "Since learning is a change in be-
ll 
havior patterns through experience" , the choice of that ex-
perience is of utmost importance, and should be made only after 
a careful examination of the opportunities present in a clinical 
situation for learning activities which would fulfill the ob~ 
jectives of the program • 
lL 
lCell v. he c..1.t. 
• 
• 
• 
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STATE!-1ENT OF HYPOTHESIS 
The author feels that there are learning experiences in 
)lome care programs \.ffiich \iOUld be beneficial to the student o:f 
nursing ~ho is preparing to assume her role as a member of the 
rehabilitation team. Furthermore the writer believes that these 
opportun1 ties for learning experiences llill present themsel vas 
~ore frequently in the care of patients with dhronio rather 
than acute diseases. Therefore this study will in the most part 
confine itself to an analysis and evaluation of tb.dse patients 
with chronic diagnoses • 
• 
• 
• 
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CHAPTER III 
INTRODUCTiot1 
Prior to collecting the actual d.ata for this study, it l-Ias 
necessary to reviet-1 in detail the setting in which the study \!las 
conducted. For clarity, background information is presented, in 
this chapter wHh the description of the samples and the method-'-
ology used that were necessary in order to determine if there 
were opportunities for learning about rehabilitation nursing 
through a clinical field experience in a home care program. 
DESCRIPTION OF SETTING 
The Home Medical Service w-as established in Ul75 as a joint 
activity of Boston University and the Massachusetts :t-Iemoriai 
Hospitals. At present, it provides an educational experience 
for fourth year medical students from Boston University School 
of Medicine, social work students from Boston University School 
of Social Work, and senior student nurses from Massachusetts 
Memorial Hospitals School of Nursing. 
The objectives of the Home Medical Service are three: 
1. to provide through an organized approach; 
. more comprehensive services to patients i:n, 
their homesJ and to place emphasis on t!1e 
preventive aspects of medical care. 
2, to develop the "Team Concept Approach" to 
patient care at both the staff and student 
levels • 
'I 
I 
• 
• 
I 
• 
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J. to utilize already existing community services, 
as well as hosDital and medical school 
facilities, to"help meet patients• needs.l 
The service provides domicilary medical care to the indigen 
and medically ind1gent Within a one square !llile area surrqunding 
the hospital and medical s~hool. (See detailed map Appendix II.' 
l!.pproximately 15,000 home visits are made annually to about .5,00 
patients. According to the 1950 United States Census, the total 
population of this area was over 50,000 and the median family 
2 
income below $1,500. over one-third of the patients receive 
financial assistance from official relief agencies. 
Many of those desiring medical care from the service, call 
directly; others are ref'erred by private physicians, hospitals, 
social or health agencies. All calls are received by a regist-
ered nurse who, after medically screening them, assigns the 
patient to one of the six medical students commonly referred to 
as an extern, Visits are made the day the call is received. on 
the f'olloWing morning the ne,•T case is presented by the extern at 
a staff conference and disposition of the·case is determined. 
Old cases are also reveiwed at this time and all necessary re~ · 
ferrals are made. \fuen indicated, patients in need of bedside 
nursing care are referred to the Boston Visiting Nurse Associ-
1 
Jean Batal, Social Worker, Massachusetts Memorial Hospital •• 
l?aper read at the panel discussion on Home Care Programs, 
National Convention of Social Workers, St. Louis, I1ay 22.; 1956. 
2 
Ibid • 
I 
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• ation. Cert.a:Ln selected patients receive care :t'rom senior 
student nurses of the Massachusetts ~lemorial Hospii;all;!. 
• 
• 
The services provided by the Home Medical Service include 
medical supervision7 nursing care, social service, physic,~ 
therapy, home making, hospitaliqation, laboratory and dia~ti~. 
procedures, drugs and medical supp;j.ies, hospital equ1pment aril;l 
sick roont supplies, orthropedic appliances and transportation.' 
The nurse in the Home Medical Service has three main 
functions: nprovidi~g direot nursing service to the patient, 
teaching the patient or member of the household to carry Qllt 
certain nursing procedures, and serving as a source of health 
:3 
eduQation.n She carries out doctor's orders, and exerci.ees 
init:l.ative and judgment in pla.IJning for continuous pat:l.ent care • 
Since January 1953 the Home Medical Service has been utilized as 
a four week eQ.ucational experience for senior student nurse·a of 
Massachusetts Memorial Hospitals School of Nurs:l.ng. 
SELECTION ,AND DESCRIPTION OF SAMPLE 
The three areas of the Service in which nursing was invo~ve 
were scrutinized and are considered as samples for this study. 
They ware: the patients seen in the past by nursing studentt:~., th 
chron:tn "(;latients currently being carried by the nursing service, 
and the morning conferences in which nurses participate. Ea~ 
sample is described in detail below. 
Past Patients Seen by the Nursing Service 
The wr:l.ter reviewed :314 nursing records of the patient.s see 
cit 
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~ by the nursing students since their services became available in 
January 1953 to March 23, 1959, the date the author started this 
• 
• 
. 
study. This number does not represent all of the patients seen 
by the Home Medical Service since that date, because not all of 
the cases required nursing care, and of those tllat d1d 1 many wer 
reTerred to the Visiting Nurse Association. Only a few selected 
patients were referred for care to the nursing students on the 
service. This case load of 314 was reviewed to determine its 
characteristics as to: the number of acute, chronic and health 
supervision cases carried; the age span according to type case; 
the number of visits made to each type case; the length of time 
they were carried by the service and their diagnoses. 
Table 1 shows the 314 patients according to type case and 
. 
age. 
TABLE 1 
TYPES OF CASES BY AGE ( IN YEARS ) 
-
Type of All Under 5-14 15-,.29 30-~, 4 45-59 60-?4 ?5 m 
Case Ages 5 over 
-
·--N I-·--- . -'"' 
Acute 159 7? 48 18 13 3 0 01 
Chronic 101 2 6 6 13 18 29 27 
Health 
Supervision 54 12 25 6 ? 4 0 0 
All types 314 91 79 30 33 25 29 27 
• 
• 
It is not surprizing to find that there were approximately 
two-thirds as many chronic patients as acute and that the 
majority of acute cases were under the age of 14, for in the 
entire service; "68 per cent of the patients seen are under the 
4 
age of 15." It is of note though, that the number of acute 
cases declined with age, while the. number of chronic cases in-
creased. The category "health supervision", refers to those 
patients '1-Jho '1ere seen for reasons of prevention of disease.. Of 
these 54 cases, 46 or 85 per cent were seen because of their 
contact with infectious hepatitis. For the purposes of this 
study, these cases will no longer be considered. 
The writer had suspected that although the number of acute 
cases seen would be greater than the number of chronic, the nurs 
made more visits to chronic patients and also carried these case 
over a longer span of time than they did to acute·patients. 
Table 2 shows the number of Xl.)ll'sing visits aceording to acute an 
chronic cases in the various age groups .• 
The total number of visits to the chronic and acute gl'OUp 
bears out in part the writerrs expectations. vlhereas the number 
of chronie cases is two-thirds the number of acute cases, the 
number of nursing visits to the chronic cases is four times 
greater than the to.tal number of visits to the acute patients. 
Table 3 indicates the length of time carried acc9rding 
to age and type of case. 
4 
Batal, loe. cit. 
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• TABLE 2 
' 
TOTAL AND MEDIAN NUMBER OF NURSING VISITS 
ACCORDING 1'0 TYPE OF CASE A..JqD AGE 
AGE IN YEARS Acute Chronic 
Total Median Total Median 
Per Case Per Case 
Under 5--~-·············~ .352 4;57 2 1 S-14. !if ••• , .• ~· •- • !i:· • ~ • •. •· • 200 4.17 70 11.67 
15 ..... 29 .. .. ·- .... •· .....• ·• ·• .. 46 2.55 S2 13.67 
30:'!"*'44+ ... -· ~- .... •' • •· • ., ·• • 99 7,61 210 15.38 i,; __ 5.9 "' -. .... ~ ..... -.•• , -·· -•.• •. 11 .. .3,67 571 .31.81 
0:-74• "'~ •· · • r •· • •· • -~ • • • 0 0 1027 .35·41 75 and.over ........ 1 .. 0 0 1012 37 .4S . 
IA11 .Cases •• : , .. ~ ••• , 708 4 .• 1.5 2974 29.4~ 
. 
.. 
TABLE .3 
• TOTAL AND. MEDIAN LENGTH OF .TD!E CARRIED ACCORD:tNG TO AGE AND TYPE OF CASE 
... 
r 
,. Acute Chronic 
AGE-IN Length of time Length of time 
YEARS carried in davs carried in days 
Total Median Total Median 
Per Case Per Case. 
Under 5 . ........... ·• 1529. 19.81:> 2 1 
;---14 .• •· .•.........•... 662 14 • .39 540 90 
1.:5-29. •· ............... , .. 247 16.47 541 90.16 
30-44 .. .............. 1040 86,67 1692 1.30.15 
zs-59 . ............. 1.3 4 • .33 4048· 224.88 
0-74. ~ .............. 0 0 6127 211.28 
75 and over . ....•. !" 0 0 4555 168.70 
All a£!es~ ...... ..•.••• 3.1.91 21.96 J 7'>0'> .. 173,.3.2 
. 
Data in Tab.J.e 3 further confirms the writer's expectation 
concerning the length of time chronic patients were carried 
• by the nursing service •. In all age gl;'oups except one, the 
I 
2.3 
~ chronic patients ware carried a longer period of time than the 
acute patients. This one exception is in the.acute 30-44 age 
group. A study of the writerts information sheets indicated 
that this was due to the fact that threecases had diagnoses of 
pregnancy With complications and these patients were carried 
through gestation and well into the post natal period •. 
• 
• 
The case load ~tas further reviewed as to diagnoses since th 
writer believed that the very nature of the diagnoses would have 
some bearing on the learning opportunities available for student 
interested in the rehabilitation aspects of nursing. Table 4 
shows case load as to acute diagnoses. 
TABLE 4 
KINDS AND FREQUENCIES OF ACUTE DIAGNOSES 
Abortion. . . • . . .. . . . . .. . . . 3 
Qervi.oal adenitis •••••• 2 
Croup • . ,.., •.........•.. -. ·· • " 1 
Cystitis.~ .. ~.~···~···~ 3 
Diaper rash ••••••.••••• 5 
Diarrhea,.-.· .. · .... -.-....... 1 
Diptheria •••••••••••••• l 
Dysmenorrhea ••••••••••• 2 
Ectopic pregnancy •.••.• l 
Erysipelas ••••••••••••• 1 
Fever of unltnown origin 1 
Folliculitis ••••••••••• l 
Furuncle. ·!' • • • • .. • • .. • • • • • l 
Gastrointestinal upset. 4 
Hepatitis, infectiou.s •• 14 
Impetigo •••.•••.... • • • • 4 
Infected bed bug bites. 2 
Infected toe ••••.•••••• 3 
Malnutrition ••••••••••• 1 
11 ump _s .•• ·- • .. . • . .. . .. .. . . . . . •. • . . . • • 2 
Otitis media, ••••..••••.•.•.• 12 
Pediculosis ••••...•..••.....• :3 
Pelvic inflammatory disease •• 2 
Pertussis ........................ 6 
Pharnygi tis, •••....••..••.••. 13 
Pin Worms ••.•...•..•....•.... l 
Pneumonia ............... -• . . . • . 8 
Rubeola •••.••..•.•.....•..••• l 
Scarlet Fever ••....•••.•••••• 4 
Stomatitis •••••••••••..•.•••• l 
Strap Throat •••••......•.••.. 19 
Thrombophlebitis ••••..•..•••• l 
Thrush ........................... 2 
Tonsillitis ••••.• ~ • : • • • • • . • • • 4 
Tooth abscess ........ c1• ••• ••• l 
Upper respir.atory inf'.ection •• l9 
Varicella . . _ ........... :.. . . . . . . . 5 
Vincent's agina .............. 4 
Total 159 
• 
• 
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The writer made no effort to place these into categories bu 
simply listed them according to those found in the nursing 
records. 
Table 5 illustrates the categories of chronic diseases pre-
sent in the 101 chrotiic patients. These are tabulated according 
5 
to a classification used by the Commission on Chronic Illness. 
T,.,o additional categories were added by the author, those being 
alcoholism and metabolic diseases. 
TABLE 5 
FREQUENCY OF THE LEADING CATEGORIES OF 
CHRONIC DISEASES FOUND IN 101 CHRONIC 
CASES 
Disease Category 
Cardiovascular-renal diseases ••••• 
~ervous and mental diseases ••••••• 
Rheumatism and allied diseases •••• 
Permanent results of accidents •••• 
Senility and other ill-defined 
diseases •••• 
Tuberculosis (all forme) , ••••••••• 
~lindness and diseases of the eye. 
Digestive system diseases ••.••.••• 
Diabe··tes melli tis., ••••••••••.•••• 
Chronic results of communicable 
diseases •••• 
~sthma . ••...•........ · ..... •- ...... . 
c·a.nc er .•• "' •....•. -........... ·• ....... . 
Alcoholism ..................... ....• 
ll)!etabolic. diseases ••.• , ••••.•••••• 
Frequency total:-
5 
Frequency National Rate 
per 100 OOOperson 
52 284 
3 ' 216 
9 119 
4 103 
8 68 
0 61 
1 42 
0 31 
4 28 
10. 23 
4 23 
8 2.3 
5 ... 
7 • • • 
115 
G, St. J. Perrott et al., Care of the Long-Term Patient 
• (Washington: u.s. Government Printing Office~ 1954). p. 15. 
• 
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Frequently, two or more chronic diseases were present in th 
same patient and in such instances the patient ~1as counted under 
each disease category. Included in the table for comparison are 
the national rates per 100,.000 persons of leading categories of 
chronic illness as reported by the Commission on Chronic Ill-
6 
ness. It is interesting to note that the number one category 
in the country, cardiovascular-renal disease, is also the larges 
category in this sample of 101 chronic patients. It alone repre-
sents 45 per cent, a remarkably large proportion of the tota{ II 
number of chronic cases. Ten cases, or 8.7 per cent of the tota[ 
number of chronic patients represents the next largest category 
which was chronic results of communicable diseases. The 
fr~quencies of several categories were low in comparison to 
~ national figures. The~e weret nervous and mental disease, 
tuberculosis, blindness and diseases of the eye and digestive 
system diseases. The tuberculosis frequency is low because the 
service refers all cases immediately to the Boston City Hospital 
The low frequency for blinru1ess and diseases of the eye might be 
due to the fact that there is a liberal Aid to the Blind stipend 
which may permit the patient to consult a private doctor; The 
writer can not explain the reasons for the low frequencies found 
• 
in the remaining c.ategories. 
The above information regarding the first sample studied, 
lead the ~;riter to the decision that there would tend to be 
little opportunity to learn about the rehabilitative aspects or 
I 
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~ nursing from the acute cases referred to the nursing service, bu 
some opportunity from the chronically ill patients. Therefore ,n 
further analysis was made of the acute cases, but all efforts 
were directed to a study of the 101 chronic cases. These furtbe 
e.fi'orts will be described lat.er in this chapter under "Method-
ology and Procurement of Data". 
c 
II 
Current Ohronic Oases 
The second sample o£ the Home Medical Service that 'I'JaS of 
interest to the author vms all the current chronic patients bein 
seen. by the nursing students under the l;JUpervision o£ the clinic 1 
instructor. These patients numbered seven and shOl'led the i'ollow 
ing characteristics! 
1 ~ lJiediail age'! ~ . , ..• ~ • 11: • ~- ~ •• ~ •• "' ~ • , ! ~- ._ • ~ 61 years 
2. l%3dian number of visits. • ••••• , ••• , • 166 
3. r.iedian length o£ time carried., •••• • 3 years 
4. Percentage receiving i'inancial aid,. 100 
Table 6 shows the primary and complicating diagnoses of 
these seven patients. 
The methodology used in the study of this sample will be 
described later in this chapter under the section "Methodology 
~d Procurement of Pat~"· 
Dailv Morn:i.nl!: Conferences 
The third and last sample utilized in this study vms five 
' 
daily morning conferences :i.n 1'thich the externs presented to the 
stai'f an account of the new and old patients they had seen the 
/ ' 
previous day. At thesejconferences, the follol·ting sequence of 
' 
II 
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•. presentation was usual: 
I 
• 
• 
I. Reports on tlew cases.: 
1. name 
2. address 
3· marital status 
4• race 
5· age 
6. aid status 
7. clinical presentation 
8 .• '1-TOrltlng diagnosis 
9• treatment 
10. disposition 
II. Reports,on revisits: 
1, name 
2, age 
3, aid status 
4· clinical course 
5• treatment 
6. disposition 
As might be expected, the extern does most of the presentation a 
these coni'erences, It is. 111hen disposition of the case is being 
discu.ssed that frequently the other members of the staff make 
contributions, although comments are interjected during other 
phases of the presentation as well, The staff members usually 
present are: the medical resident on the service, a pediatrician 
from Boston City Hospital, externs from Boston University School 
• f Medicine, a social service worker; student nurses from ~assachusetts Memorial Hospitals Scllool of Nursing, and the 
clinical instructor in charge of the student program •. 
TABLE 6 
PRIMARY AND COMPLICATING DIAGNOSES 
OF CURRENT CHRONIC CASES 
METHODOLOGY AND PROCUREMENT OF DATA 
Three methods of data collection rJere used to determine 
those opportunities in the Home Medical Service tllat would be 
of value to the master student :l.n rehabilitation nursing. Prima 
rily it was nece~;sary to select certain criteria upon which the 
data obtained from this study could be evaulated, This tvas 
done by choosing four objectives of a rehabil:l. tation field e:x:per -
ence course at Boston Univers:1.ty School of Nursing.. These four 
were chose%1 because it was felt that they might be met in the 
• situation under study. All of" the information gained from the 
29 
• nethods to be described belo\11 was judged in accordance with 
~hese four objectives: 
1. To provide students \11th opportunities to practice 
~ome of the skills and techniques of rehabilitation nursing for 
patients with long-term illness. 
2 •. To assist students to develop a deeper insight into 
Fhe emotional and pyschological aspects of this phase of care am 
a better understanding of the various motivating forces which ma, 
... nfluence an individual's attitude to\tard rehabilitation. 
3. To provide opportunities for students to become 
f'amiliar with the various functioning and scope of rehabilita.tio 
r:'esources w1 thin the community. 
4. To provide opportunities for students to participat 
~ n multidisciplinary evaluation conferences. 
• 
In the first method used, the records of 101 chronic patien s 
seen over a six year period were reviewed to ascertain: the 
~ursing services recorded, the psychological aspects of the care 
rendered and the number and kinds of community referrals made. 
ll.pproximately forty hours were spent collecting this information 
The second means of obtaining data for this study, was an 
evaluation of the seven current chronic patients beil).g carried.' b 
the service. This evaluation was done by using a coded check 
. . 
list prepared by the writer from the basic beliefs concernin~ 
~ehabili tation nursing contained in a report of the \'lork ,:.. \ 
6. 
Jommittee Meeting of the National League for Nursing, 1956 • 
6National League for Nursing, loc. cit. 
·• 
\ \ 
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4lt The check list was submitted for approval to two faculty members 
of Boston University School of Nursing in charge of the rehabili-
tation nursing program for graduate students. Fellow master 
students were also asked to comment on the list, and appropriate 
changes were made. In coding the check list, the author used th 
following system: if no need \~as obvious from observation and/or 
interviews rrlth the patient, student nurse and public health in-
structor, the item was given a rating of 0; on the other extreme 
~f the need was very obvious either froa observation and/or 
;~.nterviews, .the item was rated as .3. Two intermediate ratings o 
~ and 2 ware given to those needs \lhich were evaluated as slight 
~d moderate respectively. 
The final chec]:l: list which may be found in Appendix 1, ~ra.s 
... ~sed to evaluate the physical, psychological and referral needs 
br the patient. Information regarding these needs were obtained 
~rom observations and interviews with the patients in their 
~omes; as well as interviews ~th the student nurse visiting the 
!Patient and the clinical instructor responsible for the student 
!Program. Approximately fifteen hours were spent collecting this 
~ata. 
• 
The third method used in this study to evaluate the oppor-
itunities present for learning experiences, was observations at 
lri ve morning conferences using a soc.iometric technique. The tee' i-
~que involved plotting the staff' members around a circle and 
~esignating any interaction by drawing a straight line from the 
person who spoke last, to the new speaker regardless of whether 
31 
~, pr not the statement was directed towards him. This method was 
crude and would only give a pictorial view of the interaction. 
• 
• 
rn the five conferences recorded in this manner, 197 cases were 
presented of which 162 were acute and 35 chronic. The inform~ti n 
the author wished to gain from these observations was the amount 
of participation that took place between the staff members durin 
~he conferences. Approximately fifteen hours were spent ob-
serving and recording this data. 
~··· 
• 
• 
\ 
• 
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CHAPTER IV 
PRESENTATION AND DISCUSSION OF DATA 
It may be recalled that the purpose of this study was to 
determine opportunities for learning present in a home care 
program which would be of' value to a master student enrolled in 
a rehabilitation nursing program. The author chose four existin 
objectives of the rehabilitation nursing practice course, which 
is a graduate clinical field experience course at Boston 
University School of' Nursing. It \1as against these chosen ob-
jectives that the opportunities present in this selected ex-
perience were evaluated. The data pertaining to each objective 
is given and discussed in detail after the statement of the 
objective. 
Objective 1. To provide opportunities for 
students-to practice some of the skills and 
techniques of rehabilitation nursing for 
patients with long-term illness. 
In the analysis of 101 chronic patients seen by the nursing 
students on the Home Medical Service f'rom January 1953 to March 
1959, the author tabulated according to six categories, those 
!nursing services recorded (see Table 7). The categories chosen 
1 
for this tabulation are those mentioned in Terry as being 
1 
Florence _.._.,~~.r et al., Principles and 
'R<>h<>h1.1i+a+inn Nursin,:t, (St. Louis: The C.V. 
l957J, pp 72-73. 
Technics of' 
Mosby Company, 
• 
sPecii'!t:l' to .rella.b:tlltation nttt>s:i.ng with the exception or eata- : 
. 
go:cy V'!~ which vm.~ @tE¢ad by· the WI'iter. Ths two largest items 
in Table 7 are general nwaing 1.1a:r~;~ and d:let. instruction; !t :ts 
interesting to note that one-half' of the pati@ts 1rho received 
diet instx>uetions l'1E!t'a :tn the oa:rd:tovasc'Ul.ar-:r:enal disease cate-
: gory; ·i:l:f' th~;~ other cases in this proupt thl;?ee-£ottt"ths had diag ... 
noses o£ (lbes::lty related t() various ·chronic ~seases, while onl,y 
one ... £o'Ul:'th had .diagnoses o£ chronic nutl:'ition~ Because of the 
location o£ the s~ice in ime South lllnd 1 one might eXpect the 
raverse~ 'i'he autho~ wishes to retnind the rE!B.der that ini'ormed;;l.o 
on disease eategodes f:lf these 101 .chronic patienta may be tound 
in Table ~ ,, Chapter III .• 
The next J.a.rgest item to be ;l;'oU!ld in this tablej ia drug 
. . 
• administration; Once aga:!,n the ma.jority bf ca.ses in this g:t:'ou.p 
was in the OOI<dtovase:t)lar-renal. disease category.~ !n com~ison . 
aJ.l· other items have fairly low :e'req;u@ciesJ the range being fro ii 
. . 
;t. to 12; Other than the three .lal:'gest :Ltelli/JI in, this tabl~, the 
a:u.thor does not consider that the services recp:rded are as good 
an indication that ob:fecti"Ve l could be met~ as the list o£ 
d.iagnosea. of· th~ 101 chronic pat:tents ov~ the six year period 
tvou.l.d suggest= 
Data :rela.t:tve to how >'l'el.l objective l could b~;J met as evalu-
ated by the freque:oey that physical needs, P$rti:oent tQ :r:ehabili 
tatio:o nu.rsingj, were ob.sel'\l'ed in the seven current chronic 
patients 1 iS il.;i.Ustra:ted in $3,bJ.e S,; 
Those items with the highfi:lst passible and ne.ro higheat 
• 
:r. 
II. 
• 
ru. 
IV. 
v. 
• 
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TABLE 7 
KINDS AND FREQUENCY OF NURSTI~G SERVICES 
RECORDED IN 101 CHRONIC PATIENTS 
; ~ i 
Services Frequency 
General Nursing Care. • • • . • • • • . . • . . • • . . • . . . . . • • • • • . 40 
A-. Skin care . . _. _ .................. 4 ~ ••••••••••• ._.. • • • • 7 
B. Foot care .......................... _ . ., .•.......... •-. 2 
0.. Elimination . ............... ~ ........................ -.. -- .. 2 
Q. Drug Administration •••• , •... ;; •.•..••.•..• ; .... 25 
E. Surgical dre·s-si:ngs ... ,- ,._ .......................... -·.. 7 
F. General health measures •••••.••••••••••• ; •••••• 2 
Teaching Patient and Family.... • • . . . • . . • . . . • . .. • • • 4 
A. Di at instruction~ ......... -~ .............. ti •. • • • • • .. • .. 40 
B. Turning patient ....... ~ .. -..••. " .. -.- .........•. -.•. .'.- ..• l 
c. Assistance with budget,,........................ 2 
D. Use of foot board .............. -........................... ·-. l. 
E. Application of ace bandage,,.................... 2 
Prevention of Deformities 
A,, Range of motion exercises •• , •••• , • , •••. , .•• ,, •• , 3 
Carry Out Activities Prescribed by the Doctor 
A.. Oru tch walking •.. ..... ~ ... "' ...•.•. , .•.... " ...... : .• "' . . 4 
B. Active and passive exercises ••.••...•••...••.•• 3 
C . Stair climbing •. ..... -· ... -. . . .. . . . . .. . . . . .. . .. .. . . . . . .• 1 
D. Balance., ............. ~ ..•. ~ ........................ -. l 
.E.. Gait training~- .... .......................... ·· . . • . . . . 4 
F. Accompany patient to Out Patient Department.... 2 
G~ Soaks •. -............. -. ...•... .- ..•..•........ ~··········• 12 
Care of Decubiti ..•. ill ..... •• f; •• -. • • • • • • • • • .• • • • • • • • • • • • • 5 
Miscellaneous 
A.. K1.4pr ex tr ea tmen t ••. -. , ....... _ ..................... ·· 6 
B. Selsum treatmen.t ....... ~ .. _ .......... _. ........ • .... • 1 
C •- Catheterization ..... _ ...............• ................ •. 5 
D-. Cook meal. • ...•.. •- .. -........... "! • • • • • .. • • • • • • • • • • • 1 
E. Weight., .. , ................. "" .. ~ ........... • ...... • . • 5 
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~ prevention of accidents and prevention of injury. This in part 
~ay be due to the patients' physical condition and in part to th 
sub-standard condition of their dwellings. The 1950 census 
• 
• 
' 
ftndings indicated that 40-5!! per cent or the dwellings in the 
South End were without private baths and/or running vTater, and/o 
2 
in bad repair. Many of the items in this table were related, 
those being: items 6 and 7, 8 and 9 and 13 and 14. Item 10 \.rhic 
is concerned with the patient's nutritional needs was rated high 
and had a frequency of 6. In most cases, the v.rriter believes 
this was not so much a need for instructions on proper nutrition 
as it was a need to promote acceptance on the part of the patien 
of his physical condition thereby making nutritional needs more 
meaningful • 
Items 11 and 12, promotion of activities of daily living 
and planning of self-help devices had a fairly high frequency 
but a moderate median rating. The frequencies of other items 
were not significant and therefore not worthy of comment, the 
only exception being i tern 1 ·which sho'llted that in none of the 
cases. evaluated was there a need for a bowel and bladder 
training program. 
In studying the median ratings for all items, the majority 
are seen to be 1.7 or above. This then points to the fact that, 
in general, these patients displayed only a moderate need for 
items 1 through 15. This indicated to the author that the 
2 
Report of the Human Ecology Conference, February 14, 1955, 
Boston City Hosp~tal, Boston, Mass. (in the files of the Home 
.. ... .. - -- II 
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• TABLE 8 
FREQUENCIES~ TOTAL AND MEDIA!! :;ATrrms OF PHYSICAL NEEDS 
EVALUATED IN 7 CURRENT CHRONIC PATIENTS 
Need Evaluated Patient Rating 
(.) 
c A B c D E F s:l ~ QJ :::! 
';;j a :a QJ ..., 
~ 0 QJ 
l. Bowel and bladder training 0 0 0 0 0 0 c o· u o.o 
program 
c 2. Skin care for decubiti l .3 0 2 2 0 4 8 1.1 
prevention 
3. Decubiti care 0 .3 0 0 0 0 c 1 3 0.4 
4. Range of.motion exercises 2 3 0 l 3 0 c 4 9 1.3 
• 5. Strengthening exercises 2 3 0 0 0 0 c 2 5 0.7 6~ Maintaining muscle tone 2 .3 2 2 .3 0 c 5 12 1.7 
7. Prevention of deformities 3 3 0 2 .3 0 l 5 12 1.7 
8. Prevention of further loss 3 .3 2 3 .3 0 ~ 6 16 2.3 
of function 
9. I{aintaining proper posture 3 .3 3 3 3 2 2 7 19 2.7 
and body mechanics 
:: 16 o. Nutritional 2 3 2 0 3 3 6 2.3 
l. Promotion of activities 3 3 1 0 2 3 2 6 l1; 2.0 
of da:l.ly living 
~ c2; Planning of self-help 2 3 2 0 3 0 5 12 1.7 
I devices 
3 p. Prevention of accidents 3 3 3 3 3 3 7 21 3.0 
I 
3 2 3 7 20 2.8 c4• Prevention of injury to .3 3 3 .3 
the patient 
5. Prevention of spread of l 3 2 .3 3 0 2 6 14 2 •. 0 
infection and disease 
Code: 0- no need 
• 
1- slight need 
2- moderate .~eed 
-:1. ~woo+ .,,.,., 
~· pportunities to practice some of the skills and techniques 
11.,.,, .. ..,ciated '~ith the care of patients with these needs would also 
e only moderately available in this sample of patients. 
Objective 2. To assist students to develop 
a deeper insight into the psychological 
aspects of this phase of care and a better 
understanding of the various motivating 
forces vrhich may influence an individual's 
attitude to\'rard rehabilitation. 
In order to evaluate the possibilities of meeting this 
bjective 1 the following data were sought; (1) the frequency 
the psychological aspects of nursing care t"lere recorded in 
101 chronic patients seen by the nursing service since 1953, 
(2) the evaluation of the psychological needs o£ the seven 
current chronic patients. Tables 9 and 10 present this data. 
• TABLE 9 
• 
PSYCHOLOGICAL ASPECTS OF NURSING CARE 
RECORDED IN 101 CHRONIC CASES 
. 
1 • Support 56 
2. Reassurance 5 
3. Talked 4 
4. Counselling 1 
Total 66 
According to Table 9, item 1 having to do vdth support, 
the most frequently recorded psychological aspect of nurs±ng 
If two or more notations regarding the meeting of psycho-
1~u5~.~~· needs existed in the nursing records of a patient, only 
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•• TABLE 10 
FREQUENCY, TOTAL AND X-iEDIA...'q RATINGS OF THE PSYCHOLOGICAL NEEDS 
EVALUATED IN 7 CURRENT CHRO!UC PATIENTS 
Need Evaluated Patient ~ Rating d 
Q) E A B 0 D E F G ::1 ';;j 0' Q) +> 't:l 
&: 0 Q) E-t ~ 
J.. Support of patient 3 3 1 2 2 3 3 7 17 2.4 
2. Support of family 0 3 2 0 3 3 0 4 11 1.5 
3. Encouragement of realistic 3 3 3 0 3 3 3 6 18 2.6 
rehabilitation goals 
4· Helping patient to accept 2 0 0 0 0 3 2 3 7 1.0 
• 
necessary limitations 
5. Helping family to accept 0 3 1 0 2 3 0 4 9 1.3 
necessary limitations 
6. Assisting the patient to 3 3 3 0 0 3 3 5 15 2.1 
become aware of his 
capabilities 
7. Assisting the family to 0 3 0 0 0 3 0 2 6 0.7 
become aware of his 
capabilities 
8. Planning activities to 3 3 .3 0 0 .3 .3 5 15 2.1. 
promote motivation 
9. Assisting the patient to 1 2 0 0 0 0 0 2 3 0.4 
accept dependency in 
order to become 
independent 
Code: 0- no need 
1- slight need 
2- moderate need 
3- great need 
• .. 
' 
1
•' the f:l:l;ist M1iation 'Was ¢9unted.. Th®ef;<>re,~ 66 zati®ta of the 
l.O;J. elu:'~nic patientlii, ol:' ~:r$,..thivds ot tht;i chronic cases racei~~ 
f)CilllG psychOlogical aspect <>£ nursing ¢<Q!'e ~ 
Tabl~ lO shows tM ral:iultlil ot the eval:uation. ot the psycho,.. 
logical noeds appaz<ent in .the f!aven. eurr®t chronic. patients.; 
The t;Weatest needs \"Tere for !:IUPl?Ort. Qf patient and .~coUX'MeJll$!it 
of realistic rebabilitationgoal.li!• The next tw:<> items, both wit 
ratings .o.£ i;i ,, wer1:1 assisting the patient tb b~H~o~ aware o£ hie 
capabilities and. planning act!vi;t;ies to wc>mote motiVn:HQn~· :m 
gen®ai, vievt.l.ng the median rating~=t t>it ail ite!IIS relative to thli'l 
psychological needs o£ patients, the. writer thin:ks that the . 
po~;tsib:tl:l;!;y oi' meeting qbjeetive a would b~;i good. 
Objective ;3 .• 'l'C! proovide opportunities i'Q'r! 
students to beco~ i'amUiar ~lith tbe functioning 
.and. scope o:f: vaz;.ious;,rehabilitation resowces 
within the <:o1mm.ud,ty~ . · 
Tables ll and. l2 sho~r the data obta;.in$d .in an effort to 
investigate 'tha possibili,ties o£ meetit:l.g qbjective ) • 
Twelve 13ePax'ate colllllltlt1ity agenciet:; wE!X'e noted. in Table ll 
as having been uaed Bl times ov~ a s;U; ret:U:' period for l.Ol 
cllronic pat:tentl3;, The J,a;:'geat nu.mbep• o£ ;r<ei'errals was made to 
the gen$l'al hospital~ The next highest frequency o£ rei'en-als 
was to the 130aial ;!JQrke:r on the ho.ltle care aerV'icE!. The rema.inil ~ 
:re£errali:i varied and were o£ suoh insignificant ;frequency as te! 
. ,, 
de serve no !lomment ~. 
fable 12 shows the .frequency, tQtal and median ratings of 
the. need £or :referrals among the seven current chronic pati~ts 
~-· evaluated~ The highsst item o£ need in this sample 11m.s. i'or iter 
• 
• 5, diversional therapy. This item sho'I'Ted not only the maximum 
frequency rating 1 but the maximum total and median ratings as 
well, Because the community offers few recreational services 
for this type o£ patient, this need might go unmet unless the 
ingenuity o£. the nurse is challenged to provide these services: 
The item lrlth the next highest rating 1 and also with a 
maximum frequency, was the .need for a referral to a social 
service agency. This data agrees 1rlth that found in the analy-
sis ot the records o£ 101 chronic patients ,.,here the frequency 
ot social service referrals ranked second: 
TABLEll 
• REFERRALS TO COMMUNITY AGENCIES OF 101 
CBRONIO PATIENTS OVER A SIX YEAR PERIOD 
• 
Agency Frequency 
s C~J.-_ sarv1ces • ~ ·• •_ ~ ., • • ·· ·· , •.. ·• _, -•. ·· .... • ~- .... ~ . " ..... ~ • i. · 
A coholics Anonymous. • • ~ . -~ • ·• ~ ·•· ·• ·· ·• , • • ~' -.. ·• , •... ! , ·~- ·• t ·~ ,~ 
N trsing Homes ••.•.•. + •·•·• ~:·.···-• •.•. ,. .• ~-· ·-·~ • , .• • ··!!' ~;~···j .-.-~ .:i'l 
G ~era:l Hospitals • • ·• ·• .. ·• -~ " •. , • ·· ·• ! • ! • j , •••• • • ~ ~ • ~ -~. ''- • it 
o Ironic Hospitals~ •. ·• •-•-,,. • -·., ~, ~--!1' -. • ••. •-, • •. ~ ~ .... :··~ • 
0 t P.atient Clinicst 
Orthopedic Olinic • • ., ~ !: • , ·• -. j • , -~ ·• ~ ~ ~- • , • -• • -•. ~ :; ·• f! • 
Gastro•Intestinal Clinic • • ·• • • ·• ·• • , , • • • , • •. • • ; • • 
Eal'; Nose and Throat Cl·inic •••• I ••••••••.••• ; ••• 
Gynecology Cl.:iilic •• • • • ·• ~ •• • .•• • .• i "·; • • ~- • • • ·•-· • • • 
IoJiedieal Clinic ••• -. • ~- j: • ~ , .- !" !i> • • ,i , ~ ...... • .... ·•- • -~ ~ • ;, ~ • 
Psychosomatic Cl.~ic •. ~ •••.•• ~ ~ • ...•• ~ • •.•. "• •. 
Neurology Clinic. • •. !I' • •r-• • • !I' •• ~ • • • •. •- • -• ~ • • •'. • ~­
Geni to•Urinary CliniC ••. • •• • • • ·• • _. • • • • • • •. • • !i • 
Eye Ol~ic -~ •• , -~ !" .•.•• ~- !I' •• -_. ••• • -. ••••• ., •• _ 41! _• •••• • • 
H memake:t* Service •• o ••• ·• •• •- •••• _ , ~ • , ••••.••• , ~ •.•.••. ~ ~ 
S uth End House . ~ • ~ •... .- -• -· • -• ~- ~ ~ -·- ~ • _ .. • • ·• •• -• • !I! •- ~- ~ •• • ~ ·• ., 
V siting Nurses' Association •••••••• • ••• • ••••••••• 
R ligious Organizations . •.. ., • ~ ... ~ • ~ . ~ . ~ -~ -~ • • _. -~ . "' .• • • 
D vision of Child t.;el.fare. -• ...........•. •-• i_._ • ••. • •• 
C jro POdist • _ .............................. ~ ••• • ••• • •• 
~~ 
5 
16 
1 
3 
1 
2 
2 
2 
1 
l 
1 
1 
2 
4 
5 
2 
1 
l. 
. 
.4~ 
• TABLE 12 
FEEQUENCY, TOTAL AND MEDIAN RATINGS OF REFERRAL NEEDS 
EVALUATED IN 7 CURRENT CHRONIC PATIENTS 
' 
Referral Need Patient I» Rating ~ 
A B c D E F G g. nl ~ Q) .j.) '0 
~ 0 Q) 
""' 
lH ~ 
11• Soci.al Service agency 3 3 3 3 2 2 3 7 ~9 2,7 
2, Educational agency 0 3 0 0 0 0 0 1 3 0,4 
3, Vocational agency 0· 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0,0 
4· Recreational agency 3 3 0 0 0 2 2 4 10 1,4 
• 
:; . Physical therapy 0 3 0 0 2 0 0 2 5 0,.7 
6, Occupational therapy 0 ;3 0 0 2 0 3 3 8 1,1 
7. Diversional therapy 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 7 21 3,0 
s. Speech therapy 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0,0 
9. Homemaker Service 3 2 0 2 3 ·O ·o 4 10 1,4 
o. Psvchological agencv 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 1 3 0 A. 
.. 
Code: 0- no need 
1- s~ight need 
2- moderate need · 
3- great need 
• 
Th~ author felt this group W!>uld ~ot benefit tram vocav:~.c,naJ.JI 
llr•am~b:i.lita1~ic•n services a,nci thue rated aU . J;l!l.tiEillt s as ha'V'ing 
ho need for a rei'E!n'al ttl this type agency: This judg!D9llt v1as. 
based c:>n the i'aet that the m~;~dia.n age o;r these pqt::i..ents was 61 
years; and most ot thE! pqt~ntt:~ a_bo had JJ1Ul.t1i>le ehro~ie 
d:l$eases ~ ~e erl.sted ho need, .t'or s~eeh thel:'aPY in any ot 
seven pat:!.e~ts; and l:l.ke>:rise l:t.ttle need tms seen to o$ 
llnE~c·:e. ssary to;,; retQrtial;s to an edugatio®, o:t" p:;;yehQlogieal 
Jlag(:!nc·rv .. ~·. ~om the data ;lt a,ppe.u-s that obje¢tive :3 could be met 
part at l!i~Mt by an e~:t'ianee in the Home J'!edioaJ. Service; 
()bjeet:I.'V'e 4• To prov:l.de opportt:inities 
for students to part::l.e::ipate il'l. .a l7iUlti-
diseiplina,ry evaluat:ton e.e>nferen~;e ~ 
In o:rtie:r to determine CIPPortunit:l.es Pl'e.sent in the F!ome 
IIWE~Q.J.c.a . L S¢viee to meet this c:ibjeet:i'V'e, the '1-II'.iter ()bsi!WV'e.d at 
f'!'Ve ll!Prn:1ng eonferenees at whi<ih 1,97 eat*ls ~e presente.d~ ot· 
th(;)se 197 patientf! d.iseul:l$¢d~ 162 haQ. aqute diagnQsel:l and. :35 
Jl(l:ia~~c~aera. ot chr9ni¢ d;l.eea~:~a$;; Medic~e, nursing and social 
llm,rk WGre the three disciPl:i:.nes :t'.ePlfeeented at tM.se cQnf'$renc~e.sll~ 
usuallll$mb~S1 e.tt!l;lnding vr~Wiiit the re~:~ident ox< his aseistant~ 
pediatric resident. ~9m BoatQn City Hospital,. fow to. a:ix 
lle:!ttc~rrts, tba ~:~ooial 1vork$l" oA th$ sarvioe 1 th!'! olin:tca!L nursing 
lli:lla1~n~e.t:¢X' a.nfl two to four student nurse.s aseigned to. the 
service;. The 'ln'iter ~eoorded. intert:tet:l.ons that took place 
during these confeX"en¢at; by the use ot a. ll!Pdif:l.ed. sociogrEUD. 
• previously described in Chapter. III.. In depicting the inter-· 
action among the staff present, the author divided all of the 
cases presented into acute and chronic. Figure l gives a scaled 
version of the interaction that took place during the presenta-
tion of the 162 acute cases. It is obvious at first glance 
• 
• 
that the main line of interaction was bettreen the resident on th 
service and the extern. This was to be expected since one of 
the service's primary objectives is to provide an educational 
experience for the extern or fourth year medical student. All 
other lines of interaction in comparison to this were relatively 
small. 
Of special interest are the interactions of very low fre-
quency and those areas of no interaction l'lhatsoever. Compared 
to the largest line of interaction, all others are small, but 
the lines indicating the smallest amount of interaction are 
those between the pediatrician and the social trorker j the pedia-
trician and the clinical instructor; the clinical instructor 
and extern; and extern2 and the social \rorker. No interaction 
during the presentation of the acute cases took place between 
the following! the pediatrician and the student nurse ; the 
social worker and the student nurse; the resident and the 
stude~nurse; extern2 and the student nurse and the clinical 
instructor and the student nurse. 
·. The pictorial description of the interaction that took 
pJAc._e in the presentation of 35 chronic patients is sholm in 
F-igure' 2. · ~1hereas the number of chronic cases was approximately 
tw~inths the number of acute cases, the total amount of inter-
• 
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Fig; 1;- Modi.fied sociogram showing the interaction 
during the presentation o.f 162 acute cases; 
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Fig. 2.- Modified sociogram showing the interaction 
during th~ presentation of 35 chronic cases: 
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~ e,etion betvr~en t.he exte;rn and ;resident dur:i,ng the pr~sentation 
of the chronic cases l'ms 50 :Per eent less than the interaction 
1 
rrhen the acute cases \'rare discussed. Other lines of interaction 
show a definite increase o\Te:r the acute presentation, nota'b~y @ 
betvreen the extern and the aoeial l'rt>:t-ker ~·· the restden'l; and th(! 
social >i'orke:r and the exte;rn .and "'xtern2 ; Some interaction took 
place beiWfeen al:l metnbers 't'rith the understandable e~apt:t.on of 
the pediatrician 1rl.th. vrhom no interaction took place: 
The reader is asked. t() con~;'Ql.t Figure ~· ,. a bar graph which 
serves to eompaJ;"e the fi'equeney ot pa;rticipat:!.on in the two type 
of ca~:~es proesented~ It is ()bvioua :from this graph that in three 
out of sev(:ln ::l.nst.ance s; discussion during the chronic eases 
presented '·ms grea.te:t- than the di$eussion dw:!.ng the pre~:~entatio 
oi' the acute cMea, With the notable ex¢¢ptl,ona _being the 
d:t.scusaiotts of the !;)xt!:'l;rns and the pediatrician:. 
Table 13 has been inH11ded for the purpqse of comparing thei 
number of interaction~:~ that took plac¢ in the pre~:~entat:!.on o£ 
both aeU.tl;l and ~hronie cases. 't'hiEj 1fab:I,~ t:~how$ th.$ frequency 
of interaction$ bstwel9n .l:ltaf:£' membe;rs .and by no means denotes. 
the d:!.:rect:I,on <lf intsraction~. lt is o:C special signi£ican<:;e 
to note tM total. ~equenc:!.es o£ int.eraetion in the acute and 
~hronie pr~~;~entat;l,ons • With only ~5 eh:r~e ea-ses !W!:'lsented as 
eompa;red to 162 acute eases. the aetual nu:mbel" ot interactions 
~13 for all purposes eqWJ.J:. Note that, except tor the tota:ts1 
thit? table recaP:I.tUl,ate(;l the information appearing in the two 
sociogram~:~: 
~. 
• 
• 
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TABLE 13 
FREQUENCIES OF INTERACTIONS AMONG 
STAFF PRESENT AT 5 110RNING CONFERENCES 
z 
Staff Interacting Frequency of Interaction 
1. Resident and: 
a Extern 
· b Extern2 
c Pediatrician 
d Social Worker 
e Clinical Instructor 
f Student Nurse 
2. Extern and : 
al Extern2 b Pediatrician 
c Social Worker 
d . Clinical Instructor 
e Student Nurse 
3. Extern2 and: 
al Pediatrician b Social Worker 
a Clinical Instructor 
d Student Nurse 
4.• Pediatrician and: 
a~ Social vlorker 
b Clinical rnstructor 
c Student Nurse 
5. Social Worker and: 
a) Clinical Instructor 
b) Student Nurse 
6. Clipical Instructor and: 
au .. Student Nurse 
Totals 
Acute Cases 
139. 
7 
17 
7 
4 
0 
7 
10 
19 
4 
5 
2 
2 
2 
0 
1 
1 
0 
3 
0 
0 
230 
Chronic Cases 
64 
14 
0 
32 
8 
1 
lS 
0 
44 
12 
2 
0 
13 
4 
2 
0 
0 
0 
8 
1 
3 
22o 
z Interactions listed independent of direction 
,.. 
• 
• 
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From this data the \~riter would presume that objective 
4 could be more nearly met when the chronic cases were presen 
than when the acute cases were presented, but since the number 
of acute cases presented was five times greater than the number 
of chronic cases, it would appear there would only be limited 
opportunity to met objective 4 by attending morning conferences 
• 
• 
• 
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CHAPTER V 
SUM1URY 
The purpose Of this study was to determine the opportunities 
for learning experiences present in a home care program which 
~ould be of educational val\Je to the master student in rehabili-
tation nursing. If data were found which indicated that such 
opportunities were present, then such a clinical field experienc 
might be considered in the fUture for the master student pre-
paring for leadership roles in rehabilitation nursing. 
Approximately seventy hours were spent collecting data at 
the Home l1edical Service, a domiciliary care program of 
~assachusetts Memorial Hospitals and Boston UniversitF School 
of Medicine. The follo~ring aspects of' the service were studied: 
314 past patients seen by the nursing service; seven current 
chronic patients being carried by the nursing students; and five 
daily morning conf'erences. 
For the purpose of evaluating the data obtained, four 
objectives of a field work course at Boston University School 
of Nursing were chosen, the choice resting on whether or not the 
writer felt there were opportunities for lea,rning experiences 
.... n the Home ~1edical Service which might fulfill the objectives., 
CONCLUSIONS 
Interpretation of the Data Collected on 314 Past Patients 
~. Over the six year period, more acute patients were seen then 
• 
• 
• 
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chronic. 
2, There were fewer acut.e cases seen in the older age groups 
than chronic cases. 
3. The largest number of acute cases were under 14 years of age 
4• The number of nursing visits made to chronic patients was 
four times greater than the number of nursing visits to acut 
patients. 
I 5. The average number of nursing visits made to chronic patient 
rose steadily from the age of 5 to 75 and over. 
6. 
7. 
s. 
9. 
!LO. 
The length of time the chronic patients were carried \'las 
greater in all ages except under 5 years. 
The average length of time the chrome patients were carried 
rose steadily after the age of 5 years. · 
Two-thirds of the chronic cases had diseases which fell in 
the cardiovascular-renal category. ' 
At any one time there were 7 .• 96 chronic patients carried by 
the nursing service as compared \V'ith 1.68' acute patients • 
The nursing services noted in the records of the .chronic 
patients revealed a varied, but in some areas, a not too 
frequent use of the skills and tec:tmiques of rehabilitation 
nursing. 
The two nursing services preformed most frequently for the 
101 chronic patients were general nursing care and diet 
instruction. 
11-2. Two-thirds of the chronic cases received some aspect of psy-
chological nursing care. 
The referral agency used most frequently for the 101 chronic 
cases, was the general hospital followed by the social. 
service agency. 
Intrepretation of the Data Collected on Seven 
Current Chronic Patients 
1. Al:t of these patients received financial aid. 
2. The average age was 61 years; the average length of time 
carried was 3 years. 
3. Most of the patients had t.wo or more complicating disease 
col1ditions. 
I 
• 
• 
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4• All displayed a need for maintaining proper posture and body 
mechanics as well as prevention of accidents and injury. 
5. None were in need of a bowel or bladder training program. 
6 •. Most showed a moderate need for the psychological aspects of 
rehabilitation nursing care. 
7. All showed a need for diversional therapy. 
8. None shotoTed a need for<voc!).tio:nal rehabilitation or speech 
therapy. 
Interpretation of Data Collected at Five 1'1orning Conferences 
L In observations at five daily morning conferences; 297 cases 
were presented, 162 had acute diagnoses, .35 had chronic 
diagnoses. 
2. The number of interactions that took place during presentatio 
of both acute and chronic cases was virtually equal. 
3. In comparison, more interactions took place during the pre-
sentation of chronic patients, than when the acute cases were 
presented • 
4. More staff members interacted. during the presentation of 
chronic cases than when the acute cases were discussed. 
5. During the presentation of the acute cases, the student nurse 
interacted ~11th only one out of ·the possible six staff member • 
6. The pediatrician was the only member present who did not 
participate during the presentation.of the chronic cases. 
The Opportunities for Lear~ng Experiences as Evaluated 
Against the Four Chosen Ob~ectives of Field Work 
l. There were opportunities present to practice some of the 
skills and techniques o.f rehabilitation nursing for patients 
with long'-term illnesses. 
2. There were opportunities to develop ins~ght into the psycho-
logical aspects of this phase of care. 
J. There were opportunities to become familar t4i th so:ue of the 
functioning and scope of rehabilitation resources. 
4. There were opportunities present to participate in a multi-
disciplinary evaluation conference; those being greater 
during the presentation of chronic caGes than during the 
presentation of acute cases • 
I , 
5.3 
5. The four chosen objectives could be met to some degree 
through an experience in the Home Medical Service. One of 
the problems associated with an experience in this home 
care program would be the relatively small number of chronic 
patients that are referred to the nursing students on the 
service for care. 
RECO!®iENDATIONS 
From an analysis of the findings, the follo~;ing recommen-
dations are made: 
1. That personnel of the Home Medical Service investigate the 
possibilities of providing diversional therapy for the 
chronic patients under their care. 
2. That the clinical instructor encourage interaction between 
the student nurses and other staff members during morning 
conferences. 
3. That the staff explore the possibility of including more 
skills and techniques of rehabilitation nursing in the care 
of chronic patients, 
4. That home care programs be explored as a possible source 
of special education for nurses interested in cardiovascular 
rehabilitation. 
5. That, if this home care program is considered as a clinical 
experience for graduate nurse students, only one be assigned 
to the service at any one time. 
6. That an investigation be made to determine the possibilities 
of referring more chronic patients to the students of n~rsing 
on the service. 
7. That similar studies be made of other home care programs 
to determine the opportunities present for learning experienc s 
·in rehabilitation nursing •. 
. II II 
• 
I. Areas of Patient Needs~ 
A. Physical 
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APPENDIX I 
Case No._ 
Rating 
1, Bowel and bladder training program ••.•...••.••• 
2, Skin care for decubiti prevention ••....••••••.• 
3 ~ Decubiti care~ .• ....................... -......•.. 
4. Range of motion exercises •.•• ; •••••••••.•••• • .•• 
5. Strengthening exercises ............. . ;. .......... . 
6. Maintaining muscle tone. i> ••••••••••••• -••• • ••••.• 
7. Prevention of deformities •••••.••••••.••••••••• 
8. Prevention of further loss.of function •••..•••• 
9. Maintaining proper posture and body mechanics •• 
10-. Nutritional ......... -............................ . 
11. Promotion of activities of daily living •••..••• 
12 .• Planning of self-help devices •••••••••••.•.•••• 
13. Prevention of accidents ••••••...•.•...•••....•• 
14. Prevention of injury to the patient •..••.•.•.•• 
15. Prevention of spread of diseases and infection. 
B .• Psychological 
1. Support of patient •............................ 
2.. Support_ of family . ............................ . 
3. Encouragement of realistic rehabilitation goals 
4. Helping patient accept necessary limitations ••• 
5. Helping family accept necessary limitations •••• 
6. Assisting patient to become a"t>rare of his 
capabilities . ............................. . 
7. Assisting the family to become a,.;are of the 
patient's capabilities ••.••••••.••.••••..• 
8. Planntng activities to promote motivation ••••.• 
9. Assisting the patient to accept dependency in 
order to become independent •••••.••••••••• 
C. Referrals 
1. Social agency ... -............................... . 
2. Educational agenoy •..••.•.... i····•············ 
,3 .. Vocational agency ................................ . 
4. Recreational agency . .......................... . 
5. Physical Therapy . ........................ -: .... . 
6. Occupational Therapy •••••••...•.•.•...••.••••• , 
7. Diversional Therapy ........................... . 
8. Speech Therapy . ............................•..• 
9. Homemaker Service . .. ~ .................. • ........ . 
10. Psychological agency . .......................... . 
Code: 0- no need 1- slight need 2- moderate need 3- gree~ 
APP!IroU II 
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